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Mind the gap… 

Seidenberg (2013) 
 If the science is so advanced how come so 
many people read so poorly?  
  



Poor literacy in the UK 

•  18% of 15-year-olds do not reach the PISA 
baseline Level 2 of reading proficiency,  

–  level at which students begin to demonstrate the reading 
competencies that will enable them to participate 
effectively and productively in life. 



Mind the gap… 

Seidenberg (2013) 
 If the science is so advanced how come so 
many people read so poorly?  
 Examines three possibilities:  
 (a) properties of English orthography  
 (b) how reading is taught  
 (c) impact of language background.  
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Interventions 

•  Target reading itself: 
–  Reading Recovery 

•  Target a range of cognitive processes that underlie 
reading: 
–  Phonology – Phonogame 
–  Perception of speech sounds – Fast ForWord  
–  Motor activity – Brain Gym, the Dore Programme 
–  Working memory – Cogmed 
–  Visual attention 



“Extra-large letter spacing improves reading 
in dyslexia” Zorzi et al (2012) PNAS  

 
•  Phonological training:  

–  “Although rather successful, this approach is time 
consuming and difficult to implement in realistic school 
settings, and the improvements in these subskills do not 
automatically improve reading” 

•  A dyslexic child reads in 1 year the same number of 
words as a good reader in 2 days. 

 

•  How do we get children reading more? 

•  Manipulate print to make it more accessible 



Why would this work? 



Results 

•  Dyslexic children were: 
– 20% faster  
– 2x more accurate  

 when reading the  
 altered text. 

 

•  Results obtained without any prior training. 
 
 



“Shorter lines facilitate reading in those who 
struggle” Schneps et al (2013) PLOSone 



Implications for education 
•  The availability of e-readers raises possibility that 

dyslexic readers can personalise: 
–  the spacing of print, and  
–  the number of words on each line  

 to best suit their own needs. 

Different formatting likely to  
work for different readers. 



“Action video games make dyslexic children read 
better” Franceschini et al (2013), Current 

Biology. 
•  “We demonstrate that only 12 hr of playing action 

video games—not involving any direct phonological 
or orthographic training—drastically improve the 
reading abilities of children with dyslexia.” 



What type of video game? 
1)  Extraordinary speed both in terms of very transient 

events and in terms of the velocity of moving objects;  
2)  A high degree of perceptual, cognitive, and motor 

load in the service of an accurate motor plan;  
3)  Unpredictability both temporal and spatial; 
4)  An emphasis on peripheral processing. 



Criticisms 

•  Very small sample sizes (10 in each group) 

•  Reminiscent of early studies of Fast ForWord 

•  Needs replication: 
–  Larger samples 

–  In other orthographies 
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Identification after reading failure 

•  Readers who are falling behind: 
–  generally picked up in schools aged 6,  

•  e.g. Reading Recovery 

•  But official diagnosis takes time and needs to be 
fought for.  
–  2 “spikes”: 

•  Primary school (after age 7) 
•  2nd term of university 



Identification before reading failure 
•  “Maternal history of reading difficulty is associated with 

reduced language-related gray matter in beginning readers”  
  Black et al, 2012, Neuroimage. 

•  “Maturation of auditory evoked potentials from 6 to 48 
months: Prediction to 3 and 4 year language and cognitive 
abilities.” 
  Choudhury & Benasich, 2011, Clinical Neurophysiology. 

•  But: 
–  How reliable at individual level? 
–  Specificity and sensitivity compared to existing behavioural 

assessments? 
–  Costs 
–  Practicality? 
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How reading is taught… 
•  Teachers are expected to teach ALL readers 

with reading difficulties: 



Individualising the curriculum 



Seidenberg (2013) again: 

 
•  Contemporary reading science has had very little 

impact on educational practice because of a two-
cultures problem separating science and 
education. 

•  This disconnection is harmful and connection is 
extremely difficult to achieve. 



The phonics test 
•  A list of 40 words and non-words, which the child reads one-

to-one with a teacher. 
•  Administered 3rd week of June to all Year 1 pupils in 

maintained schools, academies and Free Schools 
•  Introduced in 2012. 
 
What teachers say:  
•  “The nonsense words were very confusing for children”  
•  “It undermines pupils’ confidence as readers” 
•  “There is more to reading than just phonics.”  



The way forward 
Seidenberg (2013): 
•  Contemporary reading science has had very little impact on 

educational practice because of a two-cultures problem 
separating science and education. 

•  This disconnection is harmful and connection is extremely 
difficult to achieve. 

1.  Reading science included in initial teacher training 
2.  Reading scientists need to spend time in 

classrooms 
3.  Education needs to be less politicised… 


